Electric Infrastructure Solutions

ABOUT US
Solisco was privately funded and launched by Mark Maurice and Parveen Begum. Mark is a mechanical engineer
with 20 years’ experience supplying the UK Automotive and Aerospace industry with high end manufacturing
solutions. Parveen is an entrepreneur, who in her previous role, was an electric vehicle specialist, responsible
for marketing and sales for Tesla UK, when the company first launched in the West Midlands. Having a wealth of
experience in the clean energy and electric vehicle industry, both Mark and Parveen wanted to bring together their
ideas on what the future of sustainable electromobility should look like. They carefully researched new technologies
and innovative products, and formed collaborations with like-minded individuals and early pioneers to accelerate
their mission.

WHAT IS A SOLAR EV-PORT SOLUTION?
The Solisco EV-Port is a solar carport where you can
park your EV and sustainably recharge it. The EV-Port
uses solar photovoltaic (PV) modules which are used
to convert sunlight into electricity. This EV-Port can be
integrated with a battery storage system so that excess
renewable energy can be optimised and distributed
efficiently. Smart EV charging points allow the EV-port
to act as a balancing service, providing demand and
supply support to the electricity grid.
The system will always be connected to the grid, and
therefore can be used to offset surplus energy to nearby
buildings as well as draw further energy if required.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Transforming ordinary carparks into innovative
energy hubs
A reduced CO2 output
Creating a user experience similar to a traditional
petrol station
Introducing new revenue streams

CONSULTANCY

DESIGN & PLANNING

SUPPLY & EXECUTION

Providing energy balancing services to the grid
Improving CSR credentials
Tackling wider social and environmental impacts

Combining forward thinking technology with creative design, our EV-Port solutions allow you to
generate clean and affordable energy, protecting our environment.
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Meet our SolisCo-Experts

With an entrepreneurial spirit, Parveen became
the CEO of Solisco in 2016, dedicated to making
a difference to charging infrastructure in a
sustainable and innovative manner, following her
career with Tesla, electric vehicle trailblazers.
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Mechanical Engineer and Environmentalist, Mark
has a vision that EV’s must be manufactured and
charged by as much renewable energy as possible
to help the transition to true zero-carbon and zero
emission transportation.

After completing an MSc in Environmental
Sustainability & Green Technology at Keele
University, Ajeet was passionate to join the
Solisco team. One of his key roles is to provide
academic insight into changes within the EV and
infrastructure sectors.

VIEW FULL PROFILES ON OUR WEBSITE

VIEW FULL PROFILES ON OUR WEBSITE

SOME INTERESTING STATISTICS AND FACTS

CHAMPIONING INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
At Solisco we are determined to provide products of the highest quality, that is why we work with companies that
are developing the next generation of EV technology.

Between 2013 and 2018 the number of EVs on UK roads increased from 3,500 to
over 202,000, selling around 500 a month in 2014 to over 5,000 a month in 2018.
This is expected to grow exponentially to 17-35 million by 2040.

A total of 18,685 charging points are available in the UK. However, to cater for the
forecasted growth in EV uptake, the UK will need approximately 6 times as many
charging points by the end of the decade.

We are almost at the tipping point where there is equivalence between the cost of an
EV and combustion engine alternative, decreasing solar energy costs and improved
battery technology which all meet to create an easier path for adoption.

The UK must achieve an all zero-emission fleet of cars and vans by 2050 to meet
atmospheric emissions targets. 60% of new car and van sales must be Ultra Low
Emission Vehicles (ULEV) by 2030 and the sale of new petrol and diesel cars will be
banned by 2040.

Bloomberg’s latest forecast shows sales of EVs increasing from a record 1.1 million
worldwide in 2017, to 11 million in 2025 and then surging to 30 million in 2030 as they
become cheaper to make than internal combustion engine (ICE) cars. China will lead
this transition, with sales there accounting for almost 50% of the global EV market in
2025.

GLASS-GLASS SOLAR MODULES
Solarwatts glass-glass modules encompass high-performance (PERC) photovoltaic cells within a layer of 2mm
thick glass panes on both the top and the bottom of each module. This prevents modules from premature aging
or malfunctioning as the structure is protected from; stress, moisture intrusion, aggressive acidic substances, salt
mist, ammonia, sandstorms, snow and wind. This reinforcement in reliability means glass-glass modules yield high
performance over a longer period of time than glass-foil modules.

BI-FACIAL SOLAR
In recent years bi-facial Mono-SI solar modules have been developed which remove the traditional opaquebacksheet of monofacial modules and enable power generation on both sides of the module. These cells can
promise yield improvements of 10 to 30% compared to single surfaced solar, making them ideal for solar bays.
Solisco has partnered with Solitek to offer both frameless and framed bi-facial modules.

MODULAR BATTERY SYSTEMS
The MyReserve Packs are Solarwatt’s world leading 99.2% efficient batteries. They connect directly to the
DC system between the PV array and the inverter, reducing loss in efficiency. Its modular design allows it to be
expanded or shrunk to meet the user’s needs. Currently minimum capacity is 2.4kWh and maximum capacity can be
up to 2.2MWh. The high efficiency and the low cost of scaling up the system; including installation and maintenance,
means the system offers extremely competitive pricing across several applications. On top of its economic
benefits, the MyReserve is carbon neutral as it saves approximately 10x more energy in its lifetime that is used to
manufacture it.

SMART EV CHARGERS AND WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
All of our EV charger units are ‘smart chargers’ meaning they have the hardware and software to intelligently
manage charging behaviour. Smart chargers communicate with energy providers to calculate beneficial charging
periods. These periods can help utility providers manage load on the grid system by influencing peak and off-peak
charging times, and in the near future use vehicle-to-grid services. Smart chargers can offer financial benefits to
customers looking to avoid high energy price periods or looking to utilise domestic solar PV. Wireless connection
also means updates and diagnostics can be performed ‘over the air’ (OTA), eliminating the need of a technician.

CONSULTANCY
Are you considering an electric vehicle?
HOW CAN WE HELP?

Would you like to generate your own
renewable energy and use it to offset EV
charging or the buildings electricity costs?

Solisco is a specialised independent consultancy firm with a team of experts focused on zero-emission
vehicles and clean tech infrastructures, offering support and advice for organisation, professional
bodies and government, across the UK and Internationally.

Have you explored how battery storage
technology could considerably drive down
your energy consumption figures?

Our aim is to equip our customers with the right information and provide guidance which will allow
completion of high-level projects in an easy and efficient manner.
We recognise that knowledge and expertise is crucial in this industry and so we’ve got the best
consultants working with us, offering our clients advice and guidance on a broad range of topics.
Whether it’s electrifying your fleet, investing in low carbon technologies or wanting thought leadership
into how you can embrace the zero-emission future, Solisco has you covered!

Are you preparing your premises to cater for
your EV customers?
Do you need to implement solutions to
achieve sustainability targets?

SO FAR WE HAVE DELIVERED INVALUABLE CONSULTANCY TO:

Does blockchain technology and smart
software systems create excitement or
confusion?
Do you know the benefits and opportunities
that the new energy and transportation
sector brings directly to your industry?
Early adopter or late to the game? Consultants can help
you determine when to embrace change and when to stay
the course. Not everything new is better, yet eschewing
every change runs the risk of becoming obsolete. A
professional outside opinion can make all the difference in
these decisions.
We are living in an era of constant change: change is the
new normal. Preparing for and embracing that change by
investing in the right kind of advice is the best way to meet
challenges head on.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE OF
CURRENT AND FUTURE
GENERATIONS. IT
AFFECTS ALL ASPECTS OF
OUR ECONOMY, SOCIETY
AND ENVIRONMENT.

Logistics/transportation companies

Leisure and fitness centres

Universities

Fuel stations

Public sector carparks

Head-quarters of global companies

Retail/supermarket outlooks

Rooftop carparks

Hotels

Automotive

DESIGN & PLANNING
When it comes to infrastructure projects, it is vital to get the right decision and planning in place to ensure nothing
is missed and everything is accounted for.
There are a few key questions to ask before starting the project; Will the infrastructure fit into the current
landscape? What will be the best orientation for maximum solar generation? Are there any detrimental factors such
as significant shading or planning permission restrictions? Where is the local power supply situated?
Once these type of answers are established, we can look at the site plan together and suggest the most suitable EVPort design and recommend any componentry, to ensure the best outcomes from your project.

HOW CAN I MAKE THE MOST OF AN EV-PORT?
The Solisco EV-Port is a cleverly engineered carport which integrates solar photovoltaic (PV) modules, with Smart
EV charging points as well as battery storage systems to provide you with the ultimate energy solution. This highly
engineered port can transform an ordinary carpark or driveway into an innovative ‘energy hub’ - catering for the
demand imposed on the network, by looking at factors such as grid balancing, demand side response, peak shaving,
smart charging, vehicle-to-grid, vehicle-to-business and vehicle-to-home technologies, whilst producing renewable
energy. The marriage between PV, EV and battery storage can allow our customers to truly adopt a ‘sun-driven’
future.

SAVINGS & PAYBACK CALCULATOR
Our calculators will give you a good indication of the economics of a
solar PV supported EV charging solution.

DOMESTIC EV-PORTS
A shelter for your vehicles, a source of clean energy, a great
investment for your property.
Solisco’s Domestic EV-Ports are made in Germany by GEWA. With a century of experience and the successful
completion of over 100,000 projects, GEWA has formed a solid business, built on ultimate performance, supreme
quality and remarkable attention to detail. With every carport delivered, GEWA has demonstrated pure protection
and functionality, as well as a strong reputation for longevity with the comprehensive materials used. In 2016, GEWA
granted Solisco sole exclusivity for the UK.

SIZE OF YOUR EV-PORT
No matter if you require a single, double, triple or fleet carport we can design and supply a solution in standard sizes
or custom dimensions to suit your unique requirements. We can also design and install our EV-Ports on slopes, walls
or as extensions to existing buildings.

MATERIALS & COLOURS
Solisco EV-Ports are made of galvanised and powder coated steel elements. We supply the EV-Ports in any RAL
colour. Special coatings, possibly to match your car, are also available on request. Some elements like the roof
surrounds can also be specified in brushed stainless steel.

INTERGRATED EQUIPMENT ROOM
Solisco EV-Ports can be designed to incorporate an equipment room that accommodates the PV-inverter, and
possibly the battery storage system, as well as your spare wheels, bikes, lawn mower, pressure washer, kayaks or
any other equipment.

DESIGN YOUR OWN
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Use our online configurator to design your own EV-Port, get some indicative pricing and
send us a copy so we can get in touch to discuss your enquiry.

Don’t fancy the standard glass solar panel roof design? We can also supply our ports with plain glass, steel, gravel or
natural green “sedum” roofs. Our EV-Ports can be equipped with vertical rolling segment doors that transform them
in to fully protected garages if you require extra security and protection for your vehicles.

COMMERCIAL EV-PORTS
Transform your carpark into an innovative energy hub, creating
multiple benefits for you and your visitors.
Solisco’s Commercial EV-Ports are manufactured by Bluetop in Aarhus, Denmark, born in 2007 as a development
project for standardized building steel solutions, for The Danish Technological institution. Bluetop specializes
in constructions for PV, but mainly larger scale solar parking. Having a wealth of experience in the field, Bluetop
delivers outstanding products; combining superb aesthetics, great craftsmanship and precision in efficiency.
Bluetop is a member of ‘State of Green’ and ‘Solar City Copenhagen’ and has worked with Tesla in 2014 at the
Crystal in London, launch of the Model S with Elon Musk.

UNIQUELY DESIGNED
Solisco Solar EV-Ports are not only functional but also, aesthetically pleasing. With hidden drainage, inverter and
foundation, the EV-Ports’ appearance is sleek and tidy; a complete solution. In addition, there is flexibility in designs
to ensure optimal orientation to the sun. Solisco will work with you to ensure the EV-Port fits neatly into the natural
surroundings of your business premises and is easily accessible and appealing.

DATA ANALYSIS
Solisco Solar EV-Ports offer world leading technology in charging products which means you can always track
and monitor the usage and over time, analyse specific results. For example, just how much solar energy the EVPort is generating, how often the EV chargers are being used, how much value are the new EV users bringing to
your business, etc. Eventually, this data will help to make your EV-Port future proof as you may think about ways
to generate further business going forward; for example, by setting charging tariffs or introducing specific user
subscriptions or even realising that you need more EV-Ports due to the increasing demand. The opportunities are
yours to reap.

DATA SHEETS
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Solisco Solar EV-Ports can be supplied in a variety of colours and with prints that reflect our customers’ corporate
identity. Advertisement boards can also be fitted to the structures, making the EV-Port multifunctional. Other
options can be explored to maximise the opportunity of your premises.

We have a number of designs to choose from so take a look at our data sheets. We do also
offer a bespoke design service should these designs not meet your requirement.

COMPONENTRY

EV CHARGERS

To enhance your EV-Port, for maximum efficiency, longevity and
functionality.

Our range of chargers including tethered, mounted, free standing and inductive
EV chargers. We sought the best on the market to provide the charging solutions
which integrate aesthetically pleasing designs, ease of usability and functionality
as well as intelligent software systems to enable a variety of back end adaptability
and analysis to improve end user experience.

When choosing componentry for your EV-Port there are a lot of factors to consider. At Solisco we believe it is
important to not only consider the vehicle you are driving now but also to consider what you may be driving in the
future. That’s why we ensure that all elements of our EV-ports are future-proofed with hardware capable of dealing
with evolving software and are of the highest quality, manufactured to industry leading efficiency and durability.

SOFTWARE

SOLAR PV

All of our EV charging and battery storage systems come with software platforms
which have been developed to create highly advanced software developed to
create a seamless backend process; helps manage, maintain and analyse data.

Renewable energy sources for both commercial and domestic application are
annually becoming more economically viable as global production rises. Here at
Solisco we have partnered with leading European brands; Solarwatt and SoliTek to
offer a broad range of Solar PV options that are not only durable but have industry
leading efficiency.

Generate revenue stream that influence peak charging times by setting a tariff
to improve profitability.
RFID card - restricted access, management of usage, VIP cards.
Remote access – reliability in product performance; technical issues can be
resolved quickly over the air.
Network managing system - load management, smart grid.

BATTERY STORAGE

Time management system - managing energy during peak/off-peak times.

Domestic and commercial battery storage systems are becoming more and more
popular to maximise self-consumption of self-generated renewable energy and in
most cases, we recommend this technology for your solar EV-Port.

Private network, public network choices.
Data analysis - monthly and annual subscription options available.

The best-case scenario with your solar EV-Port is to charge your EV during the
sunlight hours in which case 100% of the energy produced can be stored in the
EV’s battery.
For times when your car is on the road during the day, the combination of your
PV system with a storage battery will still allow you to use around 75-80% of
the energy it generates. The battery will be slowly and smartly charged over
the course of the day and in the evening, you can use the PV-generated clean
electricity to run the lighting and appliances in your house.

FLEXIBILTY
We understand there is a huge variety of solar PV, battery storage and EV chargers to choose from, therefore, if you
intend to utilise a different manufacturer from the products in our range, Solisco would be open to collaborate to
deliver a final product of your choosing.

Commercial installation in Cardiff, UK

SUPPLY & EXECUTION
Solisco are dedicated to helping our customers with every aspect of their new EV-Port solution.
When you choose Solisco you’ll be guided throughout the entire process from start to finish. We offer
e-mobility consultancy, design & planning, hardware & software and installation all in one place.
We work with experienced teams of installers who have a breadth of knowledge in electrical
engineering and construction. Therefore, all operations from initial site surveys to equipment supply
and assembly are taken care of. If you have a preferred team of contractors you wish to work with
instead or in addition to our teams, we can make suitable arrangements to facilitate.
Our EV-Port structures have been designed so that construction related energy consumption and
carbon emissions are kept to a minimum.
The efficient layout makes use of the materials capabilities, reducing any unnecessary construction
processes.

Domestic installation in North Wales, UK

Our technology partners also provide their own team of installers, ensuring the solar panels, EV
chargers and or battery storage components are optimally located for maximum efficiency and
customer satisfaction.
Customer interactions with smart meters and app interfaces will be thoroughly explained by our
experts so that you are able to make the most of your smart energy hub.
By offering a holistic package, Solisco’s management over all operations takes the stress away from
you, allowing you to enjoy your EV-Port while our unique design speeds up the overall installation
process and keeps costs competitive.

BE SUN DRIVEN

PARTNERS & SUPPLIERS
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